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The initial meeting of the Seattle
Jesuit College Mothers' Club was
held; Friday, March 25, at St. Joseph's
School hall. The officers elected
were: President, Mrs. O'Callaghan;
vice-president, Mrs. Logan; secretary,
Mrs. Glenn, and treasurer, Mrs. Prit-
chard. During the meeting, rep-
resentatives from all districts of the
city helped in the outlining of activ-
ities for the club and all were resolved
to prove it a lasting benefit to Seattle
College.
Before the regular meeting the la-
dies were addressed by Father O'-
Shea, who gave a resume of the ac-
tivities of similar clubs throughout
the United States, and the benefit
they are proving to several Jesuit
colleges. Father Coudeyre also had
a few words of wit and wisdom for
the mothers of the College boys.
Both Fathers O'Shea and Coudeyre
finished their talks in a plea for bet-
ter support, and the ladies are cer-
tainly responding generously and
with a real zest. Mrs. Logan con-
ducted the meeting until the election
of the new officers. The attendance
at this first meeting was estimated
as one hundred.
The Mothers expressed themselves
eager and willing to do what they
can in any way to promote the wel-
fare of Seattle College, and they se-
lected competent and active officers
to lead them in their enterprises.
The formation of this club marks
the establishment of another tradi-
tion for the future years at the Col-
lege.
COLLEGE INVITED IN RELAY
The Washington Relay Carnival
will he held at the Stadium on
May 3 this year. Roscoe Tor-
rance, assistant graduate mana-
ger at the University, has ex-
tended to Seattle College an invitation
to enter. Last year 'Maury' O'Hearn,
Lee Burke, Norman McKay and Ben
Bowling carried the colors of the
Panthers to a second place and only
for the unfortunate judgement of the
officials would have placed first in
Class B.
These Relays are to the West what
the Penn and Drake Relays are to the
East and Seattle College is honored
by the invitation. But we must have
the men to run. Only McKay and last
year's substitutes, Curran, Pingleton
and Monagle are left and some new
material is badly needed. Anyone
wishing to tryout for the track team




Pecarovich Superb in Lead—Many
Seattleites Attend Performances
Gonzaga University scored one of
the greatest dramatic successes ever
witnessed in the Northwest in the
production of Golgotha at the Ameri-
can Theatre, Spokane. For a full week
from March 31 to April 6, they packed
the theatre, afternoon and evening.
So large were the crowds and so eager
to view the production were they that
when they were turned away at regu-
lar performances extra matinees had
to be staged.
The production, which is in seven
episodes, depicts scenes from the Life
of Christ. It was written by Father
Kavanaugh, S. J. Passion Plays were
so successful in the South that it was
decided to try one of them in Spo-
kane and the success was equal if not
greater than that in California.
The presentation was on an elabo-
rate scale. Costumes, sctnery, make-
up, everything that entered into the
production, was of the best obtainable.
The costumes were brought from St.
Paul and were so gorgeous that many
who saw the play received their great-
est impression from them.
But no less superb was the cast.
Michael Pecarovich, who will be re-
membered by the older students of
Seattle College, plays the leading role
of Judas Iscariot. While at Seattle
College Pecarovich scored many times
in such plays as "The Yellow Robe,"
"What Happened to Jones" and "The
Fatal Shot." When he left the Col-
lege he went to Santa Clara where he
starred as aMthias in Henry Irving's
famous play, "The Bells." But what-
ever his success may have been in
these various roles, reports have it
that he is far superior in this present
character. He makes out the char-
ater of Judas not a hateful despic-
able man but one for whom pity is
felt. Those who saw the play have
unlimited praise for Pecarovich.
Earle Morgan's portrayal of Ezekial is
also highly praised and in fact the
whole cast was reported of the high-
est caliber, hand picked and up to
professional standard. Their acting
was greatly enhanced by the perfect
make-ups and superb lighting schemes
which added to the effectiveness of the
various interpretations.
Father Coudeyre, Father Garrigan,
Mr. Thomas McHugh and family, Geo.
McAteer, C. B. Shannon and many
others from Seattle journeyed across
the mountains to witness the per-
formances on Friday night. They were
all lavish with their praise and pro-
nounced it the greatest production of
its kind they had ever seen.
ECHO WELL UNDER WAY
DATE OF PUBLICATION SET ]
The annual is an assured fact. The
matter, including articles, advertise-
ments and pictures, is gradually near-
ing completion and the date of publi-
cation has been set.
This year Seattle College will see,
according to Editor Curran, a year
book fifteen per cent larger and
twenty-five per cent more elaborate \
than its predecessors. Depicting in
one volume the events and results of
Seattle College's school year of 1923-
1924, the book will be one of the im-
portant things that are featuring the
College's forward march. An organ
of this kind, written of the students,
by the students and for the students
is of inestimable value which is bound
to increase in worth with age.
The editor, Bertrand Curran, and
the business manager, Bernard Schol-
tes, are busy with assignments and
are very lavish with their promises.
They ask the co-operation of every
student to help them in their work
and seem assured that whenever they
call on anyone they will get results.
The book will go to press April 15
and the first of May will be the last
date on which any matter or ad copy
will be received. The date of publi-
cation is set for Wednesday morning,
May 28.
To all those who subscribe before
May Ist, including alumni, the book
will cost one dollar. After that date
the price will be one dollar and a
half. In order to get the advantage
in price and to insure getting an Echo
everyone is requested to hand in their
subscription immediately. Ads are be-
ing solicited and on them will depend
to a great extent the character and
worth of the book.
Ferrendini Captain-Elect
Ralph Ferrendini will lead the bas-
ketball team next season. The star
tip-off man was elected by a unani-
mous vote of his teammates to cap-
tain them through another success-
ful season.
Ferrendini is a two year letter man
and will enter the Freshman College
class next fall. He is one of the
best centers in the city and his all-
around work at passing and shoot-
ing received favorable comment from
the sport writers of the Northwest.
Ralph is also a football man as well
as a tennis player of no mean ability.
He should prove one of the most suc-
cessful and popular captains who




PANTHERS LOSE BY A CLOSE
SCORE OF 3 TO 1
Using poor headwork and worse
fielding the College lost to Roose-
velt 3 to 1 on the Teddy's grounds.
Mullaly pitched a. good game but the
fielding was ragged and he received
poor support. Although he lost his
first start there were no unearned
runs against him and from present
indications the new Captain is in
for a successful year on the mound.
Jimmy Logan and Murphy con-
nected for a two base hit apiece but
that was as far as they got. Jim
Hylengren pitched a steady game for
the Rough Riders and his brother
Tom showed the fans some flashy
fielding and heavy hitting.
The Collegians could not work to-
gether in the pinches. Several times
men were on bases and within scor-
ing distance but the necessary punch
to put the runs across was missing.
The infielders were not sure of them-
selves and time and again balls
which should have been sure outs
went for hits.
However this defeat has not dis-
couraged the College men and they




Seattle College 1 1 4
Roosevelt 3 7 1
Batteries: Roosevelt, J. Hyllengrin
and Alexander. Seattle College, Mul-
laly and Egan.
SIX MEN SELECTED FOR
ORATORICAL CONTEST
The tryout for the Oratorical con-
test which was originally set for Fri-
day, March 28, was held on Monday,
March 31. Ten members of the Col-
lege classes tried for places in the
final contest, from which six were
selected. Howard LeClair was the
first man called and spoke an extract
from Robert Emmet's famous oration.
Thomas Glenn, William Kendall and
Michael Monagle spoke "Spartacus
to the Gladiators." Henry Ivers gave
a selection from Thomas Meagher's
famous Sword Speech. George Stuntz
chose an oration on Mother. Ber-
nard Scholtes spoke on "A Friend."
Bertrand Curran and Mercurio Landi-
cho spoke original orations, the for-
m era indictment, and the latter on
American protection of the Phillip-
pines. Patrick Heney gave an ex-
tract from Webster's "Knapp Murder
Trial."
From the ten mentioned above.
Henry Ivers, Howard LeClair, George
Stuntz, Thomas Glenn, William Ken-
(Continued on page 3)






Trial Lasts Two Sessions
* i
The most exciting case in the his- j
tory of the Junior Debating Society
was brought to a close on Wednes-
day, March 12, when the jury award-
ed Harold Ford, plaintiff, damages to
the extent of fifty-five cents against
Louis O'Callaghan. As readers of
this paper already know, Mr. Ford
was injured in a basketball mix-up |
with Mr. O'Callaghan, and sued the !
latter for not less than fifty cents
damages, charging his with great
negligence and unnecessary rough-1
ness. The plaintiff's attorneys, j
Messrs. Eckern and Gorman, handled |
their case in a skillful manner, show-
ing to particular advantage when I
cross-examining the witnesses. Mr. j
Gorman's final appeal to the jury 1
was admirable. But let us begin at
the beginning:
With the Honorable Henry Ivers
presiding, the trial was opened on
Wednesday, March 5, when the ven-
iremen were brought to the stand i
and challenged by the lawyers of
both sides. The first to be called
up, Mr. George Stuntz, was found
to be unprejudiced, of sound mind
and body, and was therefore accepted
as juror No. 1. Mr. James Logan
was rejected when he professed to
know nothing whatsoever about the
game of basketball. Martin Hicks
believed that no game should be
played according to the rules, and
was also rejected. The jury, as final-
ly agreed upon, consisted 1 of six men —
honest and true—Mr. Stuntz, foreman;
Mr. Ed O'Connor, who was accepted
despite his admitted relationship to
the defendant; Albert Fisher, How-
ard Le Clair, Joseph Penoza and
James McLaughlin. After instructing
the jurors as to their duties, the judge
announced a recess until the following
Wednesday.
When court reassembled, Mr. Louis j
Stelte was the first witness called to
the stand. He testified that he was
standing just inside the gymnasium
door when the accident occurred, and
gave his first-hand version of the af-
fair with the aid of a diagram drawn
on a mounted blackboard obtained for
the purpose. According to Mr.
Stelte's story, Mr. O'Callaghan,
through his own carelessness, was di-
rectly responsible for the mishap.
Francis Berger, Robert Breen, Welch
Powers, Joseph Cain, Vincent McCul-
lough and, finally, Mr. Ford himself,
all testified to much the same story.
The lawyers for the plaintiff intro-
duced some concrete evidence in the
form of two X-ray photographs of
Ford's splintered elbow and a doctor's
certificate stating the exact nature
and seriousness of the injury. These
were shown to the jury as exhibits
"A" and "B."
The first witness for the defense
was Mr. Mullally, who refereed the
game in which Mr. Ford was hurt.
Mullally did not call a foul on O'-
Callaghan in this game and he de-
fended his action on the witness stand.
He admitted that there was personal
contact between the two players, but
stated that he considered it to be no
foul. Hereupon Attorney Eckern pro-
duced the official rule book and quot-
| ed the rule on personal fouls, which
! was found to include personal contact.
Mr. Mullally's knowledge of the other
rules was tested and he was shown to
be an incompetent referee.
Mr. Manion next took the stand for
the defendant. His testimony attack-
ed the character of Mr. Eckern, in-
volving that gentleman in a general
1 scandal. He claimed that only a few
i days previous, Eckern had said that
he (Eckern) was going to fill his wit-
ness full of-er-er-er- false information.
His exact words, which could not be
| made public, were whispered to the
jury. Eckern retaliated with a bitter
i denunciation of Mr. Manion. A man's
i character isn't worth much in these
! days of oil investigations and mock
! trials.
The last witness was Mr. Booth,
i whose story was directly opposed to
1 all those who had preceded him, in
that although being close by, he saw
no personal contact and gave his can-
did opinion that Ford tripped over his
own foot and fell as a result of his
own awkwardness. However, Booth
wears glasses, and he did not have
them on at the time of the accident.
The counsel for both sides summed
I up their arguments and made their
final appeals to the jury in speeches,
eloquent and touching. The judge
gave his final instruction and the jury
repaired to their chamber. After fif-
teen minute,s' deliberation they re-
entered the courtroom and Foreman
Stuntz announced that they had unan-
imously voted to award fifty-five cents
for the damage to the plaintiff, Har-
old Ford. He failed to state the rea-
son for the extra five cents, though
it may have been meant as an amuse-
ment tax.
Mr. O'Callaghan's statement to the
press follows: "I still claim I'm in-
nocent, but as the old darkey solilo-
quized, when convicted of chicken
stealing. 'Gawd am de Jedge!'"
Mr. Ford's statement was short and
sweet: "I told you so!"
On March 19. the negative side of
the qeustion, "Resolved, That the
United States should not adopt Henry
Ford's offer for the leasing of Muscle
Shoals" was successfully defended
by James Mullaly and Louis Stelte.




The Mission Crusade, by its Alas-
kan Aid Association, is trying to warm
up the Northern Missionaries. Sacri-
fice a chocolate bar or a show and
raise the golden thermometer up to
75 above zero. If every boy in the
school would sacrifice a dime a week
for the rest of Lent, the golden ther-
mometer would be raised to 100 above
zero.
The highest thermometers are to
be found in 18, 28, 3rd classrooms.
The others are rising slowly but sure-
ly. Keep up the good work. A choco-
late bar sacrificed saves souls.
The Fight on
Catholic Schools
Coupled with the notion that the
public school alone is American is
another foolish thought that the
Catholic school is something modern,
if not new, devised merely to offset
the effects of modern progress and
existing only where the people are,
so eager for education the Church is j
compelled to respect their desires..
Some intelligent persons even seem
actually to believe that the Catholic J
Church is traditionally opposed to
people being educated and only main- J
tains schools, if at all, as a measure |
of self-defense.
Naturally, persons who believe that
are not greatly concerned over the
fight on Catholic schools. They may
not be anti-Catholic; they may not
be pagan or near-pagan; but they do
not understand why the Church has
been pictured to them as indifferent,
if not hostile, to education in other
times and other lands, should sud-
denly here in America be expending j
more than a third of her entire in- j
come in the building and mainte- \
nance of Catholic schools.
Many things contribute to that dls- j
torted idea of the traditional attitude
of the Catholic Church toward edu-
cation. What Cardinal Newman cal-1
led "History's Conspiracy of Silence" j
has held to its purpose for nearly
300 years, with the ordinary channels j
of information virtually closed to the |
truth, where they have not indeed
become purveyors of outright false-
hood. Only this week in a syndi-
cated column carried by newspapers
over the country (including one in
Louisville, it was stated that, "Jesus
College, Oxford, founded by Queen
Elizabeth in 1571, was the first Col-
lege to be founded on Christian prin-
ciples." With that statement going
into the homes of perhaps millions
of our American families, it should
not be surprising if people come to
believe that if the Catholic Church
waited over 1500 years for a Protes-
tant to found the first Christian Col-
lege, she could not have been very
active in promoting education.
That is the impression which was
desired by the author of the state-
ment. Some errors are unintentonal,
but there must be a calculating pur-
pose where one singles out Jesus
College, Oxford, as the first college
to be founded on Christian principles.
Prior to the founding of Jesus Col-
lege at Oxford, there were no less
than thirteen colleges founded on ;
Christian principles at that Univer- :
sity, namely University College,
known as the "Great Hall of the .
Universities, the oldest of the i
group, founded by the Bishop of Dur- :
ham in 1249; Merton College,, foun-
ded by the Bishop of Merton in 1264;
Balliol College, founded in 1282; Wor-
cester College, founded by the Bene- :
dictines in 1283; Exeter College foun-
ded by Bishop Stapelton in 1314; i
Oriel College, founded by the Bishop
of Brome in 1324; Queen College,'
founded by the Bishop of Eglesfield j
in 1340; Lincoln College, founded by
Bishop Flemmyng in 1427; All Souls
College, founded by Archbishop Chi-
chele In 1437; Magdalen College, re-
garded as the most beautiful of the
Oxford group, founded by Bishop Pat-
ten in 1456; Brasenose College, foun-
ded by the Bishop of Lincoln in 1509;
Corpus Christi College, founded by
Bishop Pox in 1516, and Christ Col-
lege, founded by Cardinal Wolsey in
1525.
Not only at Oxford were there
j numerous Catholic Colleges prior to
j the so-called Reformation, but on the
j Continent were many universities
! chartered and blessed by the Popes
of Rome. The Universiay of Padua
j was founded in 1222, the University
i of Naples in 1225, the University of
Vercelli in 1228, are Unversity of
Toulouse in 1229, the University of
Picenza in 1248, the University of
; Rome in 1303. the Unversity of Peru-
; gia in 1306, the University of Pavia
in 1316, the University of Treviso
in 1316, the University of Florence in
1320, the University of Sienna in
1 1357—all in Italy under the shadow
of the Vatican.
The Unversity of Paris was estab-
lished by brief of Pope Innocent 111
in 1211; the University of Cambridge
in 1231. The Spanish University of
Valencia was founded in 1214, the
University of Salamanca in 1243, the
University of Lerida in 1300, the Uni-
versity of Valladolid in 1346, the Uni-
versity of Huesca in 1354.
Pope Nicholas IV founded the Uni-
versity of Montpellier in 1289. Pope
Clement V founded the University of
of Orleans in 1305. Pope John XXII
founded the University of Cahors
in 1332, and Pope Benedict XII, the
University of Grenoble in 1339. Por-
tugal's one University, that of Coim-
bra, was founded by Clement V in
1309. Pope Clement VI founded the
University of Prague in 1347, Pope
Ulban V, that of Cracow in 1364,
and Pope Boniface IX, that of Ofen
in 1389. Pope Urban VI founded the
University of Heidelburg in 1385, of
Cologne in 1383, Erfurt in 1389.
In addition the Universities of Lou-
vain, Leipsic, Rostock, Poitiers, Va-
lence, Nantes, Berges, Griefswald,
Frieburg, Basel, Ingolstadt, Trieves,
Mainz, Tubingen, Copenhagen, were
all founded by Popes a century or
more before the founder of Jesus
College, Oxford, was born.
The first University in Europe to
be established by Imperial decree
was that of Wittenburg, by Maximil-
lian I in 1502, when already there
were more than 80 other Universities
which had been founded by Bishops
and Popes on the Continent of Eu-
rope.
In Scotland the University of St.
Andrew was established n 1411, that
of Glasgow in 1453, that of Aberdeen
in 1493.
In Ireland, the University of Du-
blin was established by Clement V
in 1113, and the University of Drog-
heda in 1465.
Before Jesus College, Oxford, was
established in 1571, the University of
St. Thomas in Santo Domingo had
been established by Pope Paul 111
in 1538, and the University of St.
Mark, which is still in existence, hadlVlillK, WHICH IS Still 111 tJAiSltUltJe, UdU
(Continued on page 8)
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dall and Bernard Sholtes were chosen
by the judges as the six most worthy
of representingg the College on the
night of April 28. The judges of the
tryout were: Rev. Fr. Coudeyre,
S. J.; Mr. Dunne, S. J., and Mr. Se-
meria, S. J. The Oratorical Contest will
be held in the Holy Names audito-
rium on the evening of April 28.
The subjects of the six chosen to
compete will be announced 1 before
the contest. The speeches in this
contest must be original composi-
tions of the orator.
ALUMNI NOTES
James Givnan is practicing law in
the Central Building.
The Shannon Brothers are engaged
in various occupations in Seattle.
C. B. Shannon is now a doctor, with
offices in the Cobb Building. Art
Shannon is author of the highly-
praised Home Brew in the Seattle
Star. Ed Shannon is at present en-
gaged in the lumber business.
The Kaufer brothers, Leonard and
Louis, are in charge of the Kaufer
store on Fourth Avenue.
James Hughes has established him-
self in the tea and coffee business
on Seventh and Pine.
Leon Herkenrath has become an
expert in radio and is kept busy at-
tending to the wants of Seattle's
radio bugs. He recently broke into
dramatics again in the cast of "Stop
Thief."
Ed Finnigan may be seen on the
streets of Seattle in a Union Oil
Company special. Ed has been with
the oil company for a long time.
Steve Cain may be located by call-
ing the Pacific States Electric Co.
Jerry Paine may be often seen
around town, but his occupation is
not known at the present writing.
Ben Christoph is still with the Se-
attle Daily Wireless.
Dick Finn is in business with his
father. They have a transfer com-
pany on Eastlake Avenue.
Frank Klotz may be found on Sun-
day mornings in the Cathedral choir,
where he officiates at the organ.
The Telephone Company has three
former Seattle College men on its
roster. They are Doug McCarron,
and the Scanlon brothers, Jimmy and
Frank.
Cyril Fairhurst is in Seattle engaged
in the lumber industry.
Terry Dawson is finishing his stu-
dies at the University of Washington.
Carl Reynolds was in Portland. Ore.,
selling automobiles when last heard
from.
Bill Long is working for the city.
George Siebold is employed by the
Great Northern Railway Co. Warren
is pumping gas in the University Dis-
trict.
Bernie Monahan is working at the
Supply Laundry Co. He has been
there for a long time.
Lester Schorn is inhaling sunshine
with the native sons of California.
Lovell Spellmire is living in St.
Louis.
Yakima claims two former Colleg-
ians, Ted Kohls and Wm. Mayer.
SIX MEN SELECTED FOR
ORATORICAL CONTEST
(Continued from page 1)
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Try Our "Best" Quality
Cap. 1022 10th and Miller
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We specialize in Fancy Silks,
Wools and Linens. One trial
will convince you that we know
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The end of the year, the busiest
and most anxious of all times for
the students of Seattle College, is
here. There are but two and a half
months left before the final examinations. But
between now and the middle of June there is
plenty to do. With the elocution contest on
April 8, begins the program of activities which
wind up the scholastic year. Following the
elocution contest will be the oratorical contest,
a new activity for Seattle College, and one
which should demand much attention from the
student body and follawers of Seattle College
appearances. If the program of last year is
«
rried out there will be another play, making
e third for the year. However, there is some
scussion on this point and the third play may
be dispensed with this year. After the third
play if one is held, will be the closing event of
the year, the commencement exercises.
The leading event during the next two months
will be the issuance of the 1924 Echo. Editor
Curran and his staff have planned a beautiful
book and if all reports are true, the date of its
publication will be one of the happiest of this
school year.
The baseball team holds the center of the ath-
letic stage, and judging from the quality shown
in the turnouts, will rival the record of the
basketball quintet. Athletically this has been a
very successful year, due in great part to the
spirit of the teams and the support given by
the student body. These two essentials are lia-
ble to wane in baseball, owing to the nature of
the sport, unless the students realize what a




With the rebirth of the College
Course at Seattle College has
come a new activity, one that
should, from its very na-
ture, demand the unlimited support of the
entire student body of the College. Of all
the contests staged by a school, whether on the
athletic field or in the intellectual arena, none
can demand the interest that an Oratorical Con-
test should. In a contest of this kind there is
much enjoyment and much to be learned. The
topics are always presented in an interesting
and fascinating manner. The contest this year
Friday, April 25. A Large crowd is expected and
it is up to the students to see to it that the ex-
pectations are realized.
I nyears past the annual Elocution contest has
always drawn a large crowd of enthusiastic pa-
trons and they have never yet left the hall with-
out complete satisfaction. The oratorical con-
test, due to the individual work, the originality
of the subjects and the novel treatment of them,
has an added feature of interest. All the con-
testants are resolved to put their best into their
orations in order to render an instructive, as well
as a pltasing and entertaining program. They
wll do their part. It is up to the student body
to come and bring their parents and friends.
THE
CO-OP.
STOREJettingback to that old subject, patron-ze tht co-op. store, reminds us that it isot etting the support that it should
ave. Mr. Dunne and his faithful helpers
have been working very hard to make a success
of that venture and the students are not showing
sufficient appreciation. The five men who give
an hour of their time every noon, cooking and
serving without a cent of remuneration deserve
some satisfaction for their efforts. The only way
to show gratitude for what they are doing for
the student body is to patronize the co-op store.
The students should realize that on the suc-
cess of the store, to a great extent, depends the
success of athletics at the College. We all want
to see good teams, well equipped. But we can't
have this without money. As things stand now
the money for equipment and supplies comes
from the profits of the store. And no one is
sacrificing anything by patronizing the store. The
students can obtain as good a lunch there as
any place else around the College.
So let's get together. Show those working in
the store that you appreciate their efforts and at
the same time support the athletics of your
school. Eat Lunch at the Co-op Store.
THE
BIG
GAMEJanager Stuntzis bending every effort torange for a football game with Colum-a University at Portland next fall. In
der to do this he must have some ex-
traordinary help. In the first place the College
must have a good team, even a better team than
we had last yead. Columbia U, is nationally known
as a strong football contender because of its re-
markable performance against Scott High School
of Toledo last year. If the College could play
and beat Columbia it would be one of the biggest
feathers we have ever stuck in our cap of fame.
Ventures like this are what make the College
known and respected. We should have more of
them and we can have more of them if all the
students, alumni and friends of Seattle College
will get interested. The students can do their
bit by getting the alumni and friends of the Col-
lege enthusiastic over such things. Talk them up
to any former student you know. Invite him out
to the practices and games and show him what
kind of teams we have, let him get acquainted
and he will be sure to give his support. Keep





The time has come, once again, when
Briggs, the well known caricaturists of
boyhood joys and sorrows, is forced to
change the titles of his clever sketches
from "When a Feller Needs a Friend,"
to "The Days of Real. Sport." For it is Spring.
The whole world pours forth from tht foul tene-
ment and the lofty manor alike, to seek the
long-dormant virtues of Dame aNture. For her
gifts she extends to rich and poor, strong and
weak, in the same unstinting manner. Fortu-
nately, as each year succeeds the other, more and
more do we realize the health and wealth that
comes only with tht vigorous outdoor life of the
summer months. Everyone is taken care of, the
florid-faced banker seeks the golf course, tht
ragged youth tramps gleefully to the "ole swim-
min' hole," while even mother endures the hard-
ships of the bridle path. Of course we realize
that it is useless to ask, especially the younger
fellows of our college, to seek the great treasure
that Mother Nature has secreted behind the cold
exterior before which the timid, so often quail.
Lucky indeed is the boy who has both the leisure
and the happy faculty to obtain from nature a
most generous bounty.
EASTER The blessed season of Easter will soon
be here. It is a season of gTeat rejoic-
ing, following the penitential days of lent. On
Easter Sunday all the world will bow down and
adore the newly risen Lord after His three day
stay in the sepulchre. This day of aEster is one of
the greatest holy days of the Catholic Church, for
it shows Jesus Christ rising in all His Glory after
His most bitter enemies had gloated over His
death. To those unknowing and ignorant, Eas-
ter is but a day on which eggs are highly colored
and new bonnets are worn, but to the people of
the Church, it has a more significant connotation.
The triumph of Christ ovtr death gives rise to
the thought that the world is redeemed and the
gates of heaven are once more open to man. Let
us, then, prepare ourselves for this most holy




We were greeted with the news
a few days ago that a Seattle Jes-
uit College Mother's Club had been
formed, with a membership of about one hun-
dred. The mothers of students, present and
past, gathered together under the leadership of
some stalwart friends of the College to form a
club. What is most remarkable about the club
is the generosity and true interest of the moth-
ers. With no exterior urging they have organ-
ized to show their interest in the school to which
they have entrusted their dearest possession,
their children. Much good will come to the Col-
lege from their organization. With the mothers
taking an active interest in College affairs, and
with the greater cooperation thus secured be-
tween the faculty and parents there can not but
ensue a great improvement in the students of
the College.
Again, no one understands the boys as their
mothers do and their deep understanding will
undoubtedly enable them to aid us in ways of
which they alone could thing. Their encour-
aging aid in school activities will mark a new
era in the success of our undertakings. The
steady, unobtrusive aid of the mothers will in-
deed be an important factor in the College life
from now on.
The students of Seattle College feel very grate-
ful to the mothers for the interest they have
shown in their College and their College life.
Things that come suddenly and unheralded are
the more appreciated, and certainly no one was
looking forward to the organization of so helpful
a club.
We look forward to the many services the
Mother's Club will do for Seattle College and we
heartily thank the mothers who have inaugurated
this newest activity in the interest of the school.
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After receiving letters and even
postcards or appreciation and ap-
plause from Courtney, Chub and Con-
nell, lauding to the Big Dipper my
first art. contributed to yr. colums,
I am about to bring the pitcher to
the beer stein once too often if not
more so.
Now, to begin with the start. One
spring day in March I endured a
ride over to your campus with
Dissy Doyle in his Jaunting Car
which, is over-saturated with clamor
to say the least. Our purpose was
to watch yr. baseball 9 go threw
their stuntz in perspiration for the
coming summer seize.
Eventually, Doyle, little Harold and
yrs. truly found ourselfs sitting in
the vast if empty grandstand watch-
ing the college boys go threw there
tricks.
Yr coach on acct. of hearing that
I was one of the few undyed mem-
bers which formed that famous team
of athletics which was called Lewey's
German Gas Wks, & which 9 won
many glaring skirmishes in the old
days asked me to rt. a few wds. of
advice 4 the sake of the youths
going into his squad. Now seen as
how I am very cum summa laude
(from the chink) as to the hart I
gaudily and with bee nine profile
complyed.
In the Ist place, boys I will hd. a
few hot ones two the in fielders &
replace all divots as I travel.
Now. goodness gracious, 4 inst,
take 3 base in the Ist place. You
have here Logan where I would
strongly establish Connell as a foun-
dation 4 obvious reasons. The obvi-
ous reasons are 4 him his huge un-
gainly frame & those burdensome im-
pedimenta which goes with it, e.g.
his hds. & ft. He covers an multi-
tude of Terry finny, two, by merely
sitting down & as I laughingly state
scattering himself carelessly. When
a bawl is hit too him he is worst
than a blanket (in July) in many re-
spects.
His wk. as to the head, believe me
Earnest, is above the ordinary in
fact extra ordinary in regards 2 size
& resembles closely the w. k. atoms
which combine to form material for
statues & even also bill yard bawls.
Moreoften, at short stop I wood
oust Glenn with Skeezix. Skeezix is
a old head & nose all the tricks
when it comes to chasing autos and
the Sheehy bros. More than ever,
Connell on 3 base needs Skeex
steadying advice. I would even
shift John Murphy from 1 too 2 base
as he claims I have done as much
4 a dog.
Now we come to Ist base & here
the hopes & joys of all loyal stew-
dents for there teems well fair leaps
& bounds two the skies. This great
athletic is he we fondly nickname
Chub. Altho the youngest animal on
the squab, he makes more than up
for his greeness by his glaring pow-
er both at the plate & the garbage
can. And he is heavy also more
than the rest weighing two hundred
lbs. in his sweet sox. His extreme lack
of age is nerved by having both Skee-
zix & Murphy, ancient hds. at the game
in close nearness to him, which ac-
cording to Van Camp is where they
should be even in riots and bread
lines.
Now we lieve the inner barricade
and Rome towards the Pasteur,
which renading all onery speech
means, "Lets turn our mine to the
outfield."
Ah Haw! Here I wood station D.
Doyle in left as he is a friend of
mine. Besides Dizzy has a natural
bend for this position as riding too
shool in what Murphy laughingly
calls Doyle's Gatling gun, makes the
razzing of the huge & ferabbit throngs
which fill our stadium to him like
unto the singing of a flee struggling
with grand opera.
I wood coax or hoax Hurley from
centre by common bruite strength
& inject 'Doc' Jones, plus a few oz.
of the essence of Chinese dandelion
into this position with a hypo ther-
mos needle which is nothing if not
better. The docts extreme height <&
look of wonderment & horror wood
prevent many sure hits from trying
to scale the centre field fense.
In rt. field after balancing O'Con-
nor on too separate scales we come
to the delusion that this is the Ideal
Spot to install John Courtney and fix-
tures. John wood cum in handy in
this mannerism. Supose that a cloths
play wood cum up at Ist base or more
so even in It. field well we wood call
John into argue our pt. with the em-
pire, strutting into which with all the
dignity of another Buster Keaton his
floury language & inposing manner
wood so dumb found meby one empire
that 10 x out of 9 we wood get the de-
cision as a favour to us. Also John
cud use his eloquence in extorting the
pitchers to best efforts. And even
Chub with all the exuberance of
youths wood be kept in cheque by
Jawn! If he cut up too gay with
players on a stranger teem. More
often if Chub balked at giving up the
bawl now and then he mite be pur-
suaded to do so by him whom we
fondly name 'Splatter' Hash.
Now we cum to the batterys which
after glancing repidly at our thoughts
we flatly refuse to name them. Per-
son .ally we thing that it wood not
matter any difference as to which
pitched or catched. The 9 I have
purposed will play the same brand of
bawl no matter who hurls the old
apple over the saucepan. Our in field
wood never be bothered by the score
as mose of them never churned about
with old man Mathew Matics very
long. The out field is versatile in
saying the leased containing an ora-
tor of the Penoza type, a doctor ol
catalysis and hyperboles, and a dealer
in 2nd hand auto parts. Last of all
the batterys need recharging as at
present they are null and void. When
our teem wood play a game we wood
find it necessary to have some side
excursions to keep the fans from get-
tin board. Therefore between innings
we wood half Murphy sing Meddle
Some's "Yes, no more food from the
Tropics" concerning the lack of ba-
nanas while Connell wood hand his
Carroll the rye by traveling up and
down the tears of the grandstand sel-
ing sweet tender bananas. This we
wood call laughingly pair of doxical.
The monony mite also be varied by
having Connell and Chub give a rast-
ling exhibition whenever Chub wood
feel foolish and condisend to di so.
High School Holds
Elocution Contest
Exceptional Ability Shown by Ten
Contestants
The annual elocution contest of the
Seattle College was held at Holy
Names Academy auditorium, last Tues-
day night. Ten members of the high
school department competed for the
gold medal presented by the Seattle
Council Knights of Columbus. The
winner will be announced in the 1924
issue of the Echo.
Three members of the first high
classes survived the pruning of the
preliminaries; Thaddeus Parolic, who
spoke that famous excerpt from Fabi-
ola, "The Martyrdom of Pancratius";
Alexander Cain, who rendered the
time-honored "Casey at the Bat";
Thomas McHugh, who spoke "Noel,"
an excerpt from Fr. Finn's "First and
Last Appearance."
Second high was represented by
Harry John and Bud Reaney, who
carried the honors of the class in an
able manner. John spoke "Little
Joe"; Reaney gave "The Two Por-
traits."
From third high were Gerald Young,
with "The Centurion's Letter"; Chas.
Mahoney, who gave "The Angels of
Buena Vista," and Joseph. Ivers, who
spoke "Kentucky Belle."
Earle Gerdon and John Spiller rep-
resented fourth high well. Gerdon
had a very pathetic selection, as did
Spiller also. The former spoke, "Why
He Couldn't Sell the Farm," the latter,
"Rosa."
The contest on a whole was splen-
did and very representative of the
quality of elocution dispensed at the
College. To pick the winner would be
a hard task and the judges' decision
will not be known until the issuance
of the annual.
The judges of the contest were Rev.
William Quigley of St. John's parish,
Rev. John Durgan, S. J., of the Im-
maculate and James Hay, LL.B., for-
mer College man and graduate.
April. i\m THE PALESTRA
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By Howard Le Clair
This is June, and the rarest of sum-
mer days are here. The bright, mel-
low sunlight floods the earth, and the
basking meadows wave silently to and
fro in rhythmic succession. But-
tercups, dandelions and goldenrods
bring colorful contrast to the flowing
green fields; and the honeysuckle
vine, its tender foliage all ripe and
blossoming, embellishes the quaint,
old-fashioned doorway of the rustic's
humble home. Just above, beams down
a painted sky, container of the bril-
liant sun that, playfully dances upon
the ruffled surface of the rippling
brooklet.
June is the month I most enjoy;
it is so vigorous, so full of sweetness
and beauty. During the perfect days
of this glorious month I taste of all
the sweetness nature has to offer. I
livel in the fragrant air and feast
upon the luxurious sweets of nature's
best. I sip the honeyed nectar of
the ripened clover blooms, purple with
their own fragrance. I steal from the
golden chalice of the lovely buttercup,
the richest of her wine; and from the
unobtrusive dandelion, I receive the
sweetest distillations. The honey-
suckle, homely clinging vine, freely
gives to me the choicest potion of
them all.
All through the long smiling days,
I go about and feast upon the bloom-
ing beauties of Mother Earth. I ride
upon the yellow corn that waves its
golden bannerets upon the sun-kissed
hills. I linger on the jasmine buds,
intoxicated in their own perfume. I
rest myself upon the crimson petals
of the blushing rose. I bask content-
ed upon the sweet-scented wallflower
that retires modestly to some solitary
recess.
Who am I? A happy, short-lived
little creature, disturbing all by my
monotonous song, my uncertain flight,
and venomous sting. But I furnish
you with the richest of delicacies; I
am a commonplace, hard-working BEE.
THE RUSH OF LIFE
Giddily, foolishly we rush on our way,
Never reflecting on the price we must
pay;
Never a thought of the turn on life's
road.
When the burdening sin weighs down
with its load;
When the path we have trodden so
lightly and fast
Is the highway of death, and gone is
the past!
Ah! no, my friend, make your youth
worth while.






"Papa, can I have a quarter?"
"No, my son."
"Why, papa?"
"A quarter is entirely too much for
a boy of your age. What would you
do with it? Blow it in?"
"No, papa, I want to go to the
movies."
"Why, when I was your age movies
were unknown. I was compelled to
sit for hours at the time in my father's
library and read Shakespeare. The
youth of today is nothing but a race
of whirling, whistling jazz-hounds,
whose only means of exercise is to
push a feeble flapper across a ten-
cent slide. What is the result? A
heap of nerves at thirty and a lively
prospect for the tomb-stone salesman
at forty! Your father seldom graced
the oaken floor. And the clothes they
are wearing would make the crown
prince change his name. I had no
wardrobe like Bill Hart's; no automo-
bile like Arty Patbuckle. In my time
a boy with a quarter felt as financially
secure as John D. Rottenfeller. What
little money I got was through hard
labor."
Then mother came in with some-
thing in her hand.
"Speaking of your exemplary
youth," she said, "maybe this will help
illustrate your lecture."
"What is it, mamma?"
"An old tin-type of your father in
the prime of his youth. It's dated July
Fourth, 1888."
In spite of its being faded with age
the figure of some bucolic Brummel
about to attend a barn dance could
be deseerned. His hair has a peculiar
twist just over the eye, while a slight
trace of a languid mustache complete
the symmetry of outline.
He is wearing one of those gates-
ajar collars which reveal the Adam's
apple in all its naked splendor and a
carnation in his lapel should be taken
as an antidote for a somewhat obtru-
sive four-in-hand. There is a slight
catch on his third vest button and
his pants are of the tight, form-fitting
kind, which discourage the use of
chairs. They come down to a bell-
shaped cuff at whose extremities a
pair of spats cover and protect his
delicate patent-leathers.
"I can remember you," said mam-
ma, "walking down the street in the
same outfit, as plain as if it were now.
I see you at the corner fountain sip-
ping a chocolate soda. You were the
star patron at the village vaudeville
and you were the center of interest at
all social gatherings until I rescued
you from the clinging vampires."
"Yes,' said papa, with an air of del-
icate reticence, "them were the days."
"Papa, can't I go to the movies?"
"Yes, my son."
Moral: Things were not so differ-
ent when father was a boy.
Catholic Leadership
BY ALBERT FISHER
Frequently it is with no little pride
that Catholics in conversation enu-
merate a few or many of their promi-
nent brothers in the business, profes-
sional, sport or political world of Am-
erica and incidentally with a pride
quite natural to those of the mascu-
line tribe of Catholic brothers you
might be informed upon the receipt of
news of a "home run" that it makes
no difference whether "Babe" leads
in "batting" averages because Heil-
man's "runner-up" and they're both
Catholics. Their young imaginative
minds may even picture themselves
one of McGraw's warriors in years
far distant. So the different minds
in the church pick out their leaders
as inspirations according to their
various vocations.
If these same admirers of the said
leaders would place their ambitions
in an obligatory instead of a glorious
or satisfied state of life their dreams
could be realized instead of departing
with the flushed days of youth.
Whether I am right or not, or am
myself a type of the class of which I
am speaking, it nevertheless appears
ot me that too many of us are resting
on the glory attained by the "Fami-
ly's" big brothers.
The worldly glory of a family will
swiftly decrease if the ambitious
offspring do not continue with a zeal-
ous spirit to keep enkindled the quali-
tative inclinations of its first chief.
Because my great-great grand father
was a hero does not in any manner
necessarily make me the heir of his
determination, will power or whatever
made him what he was.
Leadership today is not apportioned
to the crown. Necessity and a con-
scientious knowledge of the necessity
of a cause mould and form the typical
gladiator of that cause. So we can
rightfully apply this to the Catholic
men of today.
That there is room for aCtholic
leaders would be foolhardy to deny.
Their generalship will be welcomed
as long as unorthodox ideals float
about in foreign territory to contami-
nate real Christianity and American-
ism.
Good leadership strengthens the
morale of the ranks and typifies for a
cause its "whys" and "wherefores."
But let our leaders be taken for
granted; it is certainly not strange
that there should be great Catholics;
and let us rest on our own
achievements, while we have a proper
pride in the doings of our big bro-
thers.
DON'T READ THIS
BECAUSE IP YOU DO IT MAY
STRIKE YOU FORCIBLY
It is a surprising fact, but never-
theless a fact, that the students of
Seattle College show a regrettable
lack of interest in the Literary Glean-
ings. It may be that some of the
articles therein have been lacking in
their appeal, but this is likewise be-
cause of the dearth of interest.
To obtain better material for this
page everyone should strive to con-
tribute something each month. This
will initiate a new stimulus to the lit-
erary end of the Palestra. It was
begin a competition between the stu-
dents and each new number of The
Palestra will come forth with in-
teresting Literary Gleanings. The in-
crease in competition will also give
increase to the material to pick from
and thus insure a higher quality of
writing. High school men as well as
College men are asked to hand in a
contribution for next month, and each
succeeding month, to Howard Le-
Clair. These contributions may be
either in the form of stories, essays
or poems.
Let us have a Literary Gleanings




The things of today
Do not make us grey,
Nor the worries of the past.
But it's thoughts of tomorrow
That bring us our sorrow,
I've found out the secret at last.
Why fret of what is not yet come,
Of what may never be?
Why let your mind be troubled from
Uncalled for wild expectancy?
Oh, do not let the morrow cast
A shadow in your way;
For when this day is lived and past
Tomorrow is Today.
So live today and live it well,
Do faithfully your duties.
Tomorrow, then, will lose its spell.
Today, reveal new beauties.
April, 192^6 1 n A P A L E Vi 1 U A
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PROSPECTS OF FOOTBALL GAME
WITH COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
A "Big" football game for Seattle
College. This is the hope of the
Athletic officials upon the scheduling
of a game with Columbia University
next fall. Although the date, No-
vember 9, is only tentative as yet,
if the united student body supports
Captain Mike Monaagle and his
teammates next season the game will
be assured.
Columbia has a national reputation,
having held the powerful Scott High
School to a twenty-to-seventeen score
in the Rose City last December. The
Portlanders are coached by Clipper
Smith, former Notre Dame star and
all-American choice.
It is up to the students themselves
to talk up the game and to interest
the alumni, for the tussle will be a
big attraction next fall, and will un-
doubtedly become an annual affair.
If certain details can be worked out
satisfactorily the Panthers will battle
Columbia on Denny Field.
Fourth High Interclass
Basketball Champions
Championship laurels of the 1924
Interclass Basketball Tournament
rest with the High school seniors. By
way of superior shooting ability and
a wonderful fighting spirit, the fourth
high hoopsters mowed down all the
opposition.
The high school seniors easily took
the first game they played from third
year high by a score of 23 to 14. In
the second contest they came out on
the long end of a 17 to 10 score
against the College Freshmen. This
was the hottest game of the tourna-
ment. At the end of the first half
the high school men led 1 to 0.
The collegemen started the second
half with a seeming will to win but
they were checked and beaten in the
last minutes of play, defeated by the
deadly eye of Ferrendini, aided by
Stelte and Coolin. Egan and Doyle
starred for the College Frosh. The
box score of this game follows:
Fourth High(l7) College Fresh(lo)
Coolin (4) f Kendall
Cain f Doyle (4)
Ferrindini (9) __c Connell (2)
Stelte (4) gr Monagle
Powers g Egan (4)
Following this game the high sen-
iors easily trounced the College
Sophs in the third and final game by
a score of 52 to 4.
Fourth High(s2) College Sophs(4)
Coolin (12) f McLaughlin
Cain (5) f O'Connor(l)
(12)__c Hicks(l)
6telte (12) g_ Penoza(2)
Powers (2) g Curran
Substitutes: Suver (2) for Coolin.
O'Callaghan (7) for Powers.
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Kunz's All-Stars April 9 Campus I
Columbia University April 25 Broadway Playfleld-
Columbia University April 26 Campus]!
U. of W. Frosh April 29 Denny Field;;
Bellingham Normal (Tenative)
Queen Anne High May 2 Mercer Field I
Columbia University May 30 Portland!
who was recently elected captain of
the 1924 beseball team. Mullaly has
been a member of the squad for
four years. He is a pitcher and has
shown much ability in this and for-
mer years. He is the mainstay of




SEASON OFFICIALLY CLOSED AT
STUDENT BODY MEETING
Bringing to conclusion a successful
basketball season in all divisions,
the sweaters and letters were award-
ed to the Varsity, Juniors, Midgets
and Bantams, on Monday, March 24th
at a most enthusiastic student body
meeting. The meeting was called to
order by President Courtney, but
order was the farthest thing from
the minds of the students. When the
awards were announced they went
wild with applause and as each win-
ner of a sweater or a letter was
called to receive his award they ap-
plauded long and loud. Especially did
they show enthusiasm over the Var-
sity. They appreciated the fact that
the College had a wonderful team
this year and that every man who
was given a sweater earned it right-
ly. Manager Stuntz presented the
awards.
Eight members of the first squad
were awarded white sweater coats
with small block letters. They were
Captain Tommy Glenn, Captain-elect
Ferrendini, Jimmy Logan, Norman
McKay, Edmund O'Connor, Granville
Egan, Louis Stelte and William Ken-
dall.
TENNIS
By A. R. Ferrendini
This year's tennis season promises
to be one of the most successful in
the history of Seattle College. The
tournament under the management of
our able coach, Mr. Dunne, S. J., is
progressing rapidly.
Eighteen of the twenty-five entries
have already been eliminated, and
the seven remaining candidates are
all experienced players, consequently
the ensuing matches all give promise
of being fast and closely contested.
The four veterans of last year's team,
Smith, Stelte, Kendall and Perrandini
will all give agood account of them-
selves. Neil Smith looms as the
strongest entry in the tournament.
He is a heady and experienced play-
er, his strokes are good, his shots
sure, and his control is almost per-
fect. He held the Junior singles and
doubles championship of Tacoma for
two years and was second man on the
College team last year. If he keeps
up the brilliant style which has serv-
ed him to such great advantage in
previous years, he will, unless there
is a big upset in the dope, cop the
tournament. The winner of the tour-
nament will be captain, and natural-
ly first man on the team. The other
three positions will be left to the dis-
cretion of the coach.
Stelte was unable to enter the tour-
nament, owing to an injury sustained
in baseball, but will, nevertheless, be
in shape to enter the challenge
rounds for the team.
Kendall and Ferrandini are playing
in their usual good form and it will
take an exceptionally good man to
eliminate either of them.
The results of the tournament thus
far stand as follows: In the first
round, Manion defaulted to Burns;
Pierce won from Doyle 7-5—3-3—6-4;
Como defaulted to Ravet; Glenn won
from Gorman 0-6,-6-0,-6-0; Kendall
won from Eckern 6-0, —6-1; Morgan
won from Crock 0-6,-6-0,-6-0; Fer-
randini won from B. Curran 8-10,—6-2,
—6-4; Wayne won from Hurley 4-6,—
6-4, —6-3; J. Curran won from Hickman
6-4,-4-6,-6-2; Smith won from Pow-
ers 7-5,—6-4; Anderson defaulted to
Meade and Fingelton defaulted to
Helenthal.
In the second round Pierce won
from Buries 6-1,—6-0; Kendall won
from Morgan 1-6,—6-3,—8-6; • Glenn
won from Como (substituting for Ra-
vet) 6-1,—6-0; Wayne won from J.
Curran 6-3,-6-2; Meade defaulted to
Smith, and Ivers won from Helenthal.
SPORT SPOTLIGHT
We take off our hats this month to
John Murphy. Murph has snapped
out of it and is sporting around the
first sack like a rejnvenated colt.
Besides doing some very pretty field-
ing he has been clouting the apple
hot and heavy. The loss of Lietch
of last year's squad, is not felt so
keenly since Murphy has started ca-
vorting around the initial position.
Egan's shoulder is well again and
he is back in the game catching
Mose's fast ones and pepping up the
team considerably.
Captain Mose Mullaly, Denny Mc-
Laughlin and Joe Penoza are the slab
artists who have shown most prom-
ise, and with this trio to take the
box the opposition will have no
chances to fatten their batting aver-
ages. Mose especially is showing
signs of having a better year than
ever before.
John Paul is pushing Egan for the
catching honors. Paul has a fine
arm, and when he meets the ball
with the old wagon tongue the pitch-
ers gegin to think that Babe Ruth
has been acquired by the College.
Ed O'Connor, the swinger of the
most wicked bludgeon on the team,
has proven his versatility by leaving
the infield and doing some classy
work in the outer gardens.
So far, the team has not played
any regular games, practice tilts with
Burke's All-Stars, Fort Lawton and
Roosevelt comprising the schedule to
date. The leather-socking warriors
have not been doing any wonderful
work in these games. But it is ex-
pected that they will let out a notch
of speed when the regular season
opens with a game at Roosevelt.
The Junior team victory over St.
Alphonsus showed that the younger
boys are going to provide some good
material for future 'Varsity baseball
teams. There are some very good
fielders and natural hitters in the
Junior lineup who should develop into
classy players later on.
The Seattle Knights of Columbus
are to have one of the strongest
nines in the city this season. They
will play under the banner of the
city semi-pro league. Lee Burke,
Bert Prickett and Babe McAteer,
alumni of the College, are among the
players. We notice, also, the names
of Tom Glenn and Ed O'Connor, pres-
ent "varsity sluggers, in the lineup.





been established by the Dominicans
at Lima, Peru, in 1551.
Even long before the first of these
universities, in the early Middle Ages,
every cathedral and every monastery
had its school and library in accor-
dance with canonical requirements.
The schools of Ireland were celebrated
throughout Europe in the fifth cen-
tury. The Council of Vaison in 529
Council of Constantinople in 630 di-
rected priests to conduct free schools
in all country places. The Synod of
Orleans in 800 forbade all priests to
require compensation for instructing
children and to accept only the free
offerings of Bangor in Ireland, Linds-
farm, England; Bobbio, Italy; Ver-
dun, Prance, and Ratisbon, Germany,
were celebrated throughout Europe
before the sixth century.
In America the first Catholic school
was established in the City of Mexi-
co, where, in 1516, Peter Ghent
founded a college that in three years
had an enrollment of more than 500
boys.
In the United States the first Cath-
olic school was founded at St. Aug-
ustine, Florida, in 1601, thirty-two
years before the Dutch Reform
School, the first school under non-
Catholic auspices was opened in
New York.
In a Memorial written by Governor
Benavides to the King of Spain and
published in Madrid in 1630, still
three years before the first school
by other than Catholics was estab-
lished in any part of these United
States, no less than a dozen Catholic
schools are enumerated as flourish-
ing at that time in the present boun-
daries of New Mexico. —From The
Catholic Mind.
After the Varsity came the Juniors
who were awarded letters. The seven
who played the required time were
Tony Hein, Charles Suver, Louis
O'Callaghan, Jerry Houghton, Arnold
Fingleton and Ed. Haley.
Following the Juniors, Manager
Stuntz called out the names of the
Midgets: Lawrence Booth, . 1 -rot
Montgomery, Basil Hurley, Floyd
Mattson, Andy Anderson, Emmet
Harrington and Denny McLaughlin.
Last but not least came the heroic
hard fighting Bantams. They went
through a most strenuous season and
gained such experience that if they
continue for two more years they
will be material for another varsity
as we had this year. Those who re-
ceived letters were: Charles McGreg-
or, Robert Carmody, Alexander Cain,
Thomas McHugh, Joe Logan, Robert
Hellenthal and James Sheehey.
Following these awards the Varsity
Coach, Mr. Dunne, S. J., was called
forward to receive a beautiful leather
bound Missile, a gift of the team in |
appreciation of his efforts on behalf
of the team. Captain Glenn and
Captain-elect Ferrendini were called
on to make short speeches. Captain
Glenn reviewed the past season and
dwelt especially on the spirit shown
by the team and the student body.
Capt.-elect Ferrendini spoke of next
season and predicted a successful
year. Mr. Dunne spoke and again
praised the team's spirit. He told
of the sacrifice of individual scoring
honors for better team work, to
which fact he attributed much of the
year's success. Coach Mr. Flynn of
the smaller teams, followed Mr.
Dunne and recalled how his connec-
tion with the younger fellows af-
forded him great pleasure. He pre-
dicted that a great deal of varsity
material will come out of the three
younger teams.
With a dinning applause, the meet-
ing adjourned and the curtain drop-
ped on the last act of another bas-
ketball season.
Owing to the early start of the
tournament, several likely candidates
were eliminated in the first rounds.
Morgan, a flashy left hander, gave
Bill Kendall a close run, while Bert
Curran and Welch Powers exhibited
remarkable improvement over last
year. These three along with the
seven remaining contestants in the
tournament, will furnish Mr. Dunn, S.
J., with ample material and he should
have little trouble in picking a strong
well balanced team.
In the final rounds Ivers lost to
Smith, Ferrendini and Smith to
Wayne. This youngster proved to be
the upset of the tournament but could
not hold out before the speed of Bill
Kendall and went down to defeat by a
score of 1-6, 6-3, 8-6. By the victory
Kendall becomes Captain of and first
man on the tennis team. He was
awarded a tennis racket donated by
Piper and Taft through John Quinn.
The schedule making is in the
hands of the assistant athletic Man-
ager Bertrand Curran who has al-
ready lined up some fast competition.
Kendall Tennis Captain
Bill Kendall, midget athlete, by
his victory in the tennis tournament
over Wayne, becomes captain of the
Varsity Tennis team. Kendall is
small but flashy and his speed,
coupled with good headwork, makes
him a dangerous man to play against.
Kendall has been identified with ten-
nis ever since its inception at the
College and has each year been a
member of the team. Kendall knows
i tennis from alpha to omega and is
well known in net circles throughout
the city. Under his leadership the
tennis team should make a good
showing. The other three members
of the team have not yet been picked
although Ferrindini and Smith are
almost sure of places and Wayne
bids fair to be the fourth man.
TENNIS SEASON
(Continued from page 7)
SWEATERS AWARDED
BASKETBALL MEN
(Continued from page 7)
THE FIGHT ON
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
(Continued from page 2)
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The Best Blue Serge Suit
in the world at the price.
Clothcraft 5130 Serge, Nationally
Advertised at $29.50
Value First Unfinished Worsted'




823 SECOND AVE.,Cor. Marion St.
Meet All the Boys at
GEIL'S PHARMACY







We are all set for spring and sum-
mer business. Kodak Films, Base-
ball Supplies, Tennis Rackets,
Balls and Picnic Sets. We carry a
full line of tackle—everything from
Hooks to Rods. King County Li-
censes for sale here.
Madrona Pharmacy
Prescription Druggists




■ n Seattle Slnee IS#B Elliott 1228
F. J. Feidler, D.O.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN















703 34th AVE. Plione EAST OSI2
Garfield 0338 Garfield 0339
Milligan & Emt, Inc.
COAL AND WOOD
P. J. Emt, Pres.






Stall 1, Municipal Public Mkt.
Don'tPut It Olf
Don't put off saving. Remember that the day will sure-
ly come when you will seriously want money. The connec-
tion and association with a financial institution may prove
your salvation. The advice and service of men trained by
long experience will instantly be at your command.
Small deposits may be made from the loose change in
your pockets. If it were saved as easily as it is spent, you
would soon have a comfortable sum. Take care of the pen-




Assets $28,000,000.00 Established 34 Years
